
Compressed to Impress: 
The Power of Data Compression in Game Design

Success Criteria 

I can investigate data compression and files sizes 
used to produce my game and explain which file 
type is the most suitable for my digital game.
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Data Compression

Data compression is the process of reducing the size of data files without losing important 
information.

Data compression plays a crucial role in game design by optimizing storage space, 
improving performance, and enhancing the gaming experience. Understanding different 
file types and their pros and cons helps game developers make informed decisions when 
choosing compression methods.

Two main types of data compression:
• Lossless Compression: Reduces file size without losing any data.
• Lossy Compression: Sacrifices some data to achieve higher compression ratios.

The choice between lossless and lossy compression depends on the specific requirements of the 
application and the balance between file size reduction and maintaining quality or fidelity.
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Data Compression

Lossless compression aims to maintain the original data integrity, When the 
compressed file is decompressed, it can be fully reconstructed to match the 
exact original data, without any loss. Therefore, the term "lossless" signifies 
that no data is lost.

Lossy compression involves sacrificing or losing some data during the 
compression process. The discarded data is typically information that is 
less perceptually important or relevant to the overall content. When the 
compressed file is decompressed, the reconstructed data may not be an 
exact replica of the original, leading to a loss of quality or fidelity. The term 
"lossy" indicates the loss or sacrifice of data during compression. 
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In game design, content data (e.g., textures, audio files) 
and presentation data (e.g., UI elements, animations) are 
often separated.

Content data: Represents the core assets of the game, 
such as character models, textures, and sound effects.

Presentation data: Includes elements like user interfaces, 
menus, and special effects that enhance the gaming 
experience.

Separation allows for more efficient compression and 
loading of data, as well as easier updates to the 
presentation layer.

Data Compression and Game Design
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Efficient use of storage space: Compressed data requires less 
storage, allowing more content to be included in the game.

Faster load times: Smaller file sizes can be loaded quicker, 
enhancing the gaming experience.

Bandwidth optimization: Compressed files reduce the amount 
of data transferred, which is beneficial for online multiplayer 
games.

Improved performance: By reducing the size of game assets, the 
game can run smoother on lower-end devices.

Data Compression and Game Design
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Lossy compression is well-suited for data that can tolerate
some loss of quality without affecting the overall
perception or user experience.

Irreversible loss of data: Lossy compression permanently
discards certain data during the compression process,
leading to an irretrievable loss of information.

Higher compression ratios: Lossy compression techniques
achieve significantly higher compression ratios, resulting in
smaller file sizes compared to lossless compression.

Reduced storage requirements: Lossy compression is
effective for multimedia files like images, audio, and
video, small decreases in quality may not be noticeable
but result in substantial file size reductions.

Faster transmission and loading times: Smaller file sizes
allow for quicker transmission over networks, faster loading
times in games, and improved streaming experiences.

Pros of Lossy Cons of Lossy

Degraded quality: The compressed files may exhibit a loss
in quality compared to the original data

Unsuitable for certain types of data: Lossy compression may not
be appropriate for data that requires exact preservation, such as
textual information or scientific measurements.

The compression process can introduce visual/audio
distortions, particularly at higher compression levels, which
may affect the user experience.
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Pros of Lossless Cons of Lossless

No loss of data: Lossless compression algorithms ensure 
that all the original data is retained after compression.

Smaller compression ratios: Compared to lossy compression, 
lossless algorithms typically achieve smaller compression 
ratios, resulting in relatively larger file sizes.

High-quality output: The compressed files retain their original 
quality, making lossless compression suitable for preserving 
important data, such as text documents or archival images.

Perfect reconstruction: Lossless compression allows for exact 
reconstruction of the original data, ensuring accurate 
representation without any degradation.

Suitable for certain types of data: Lossless compression is 
particularly effective for data that cannot afford to lose any 
information, such as program files, spreadsheets, or scientific 
data.

Limited reduction in file size: While lossless compression reduces 
file size, it may not achieve the same level of compression as lossy 
techniques, making it less efficient for large multimedia files.

Not ideal for certain types of data: Lossless compression may 
not be suitable for compressing media files like images or 
audio, where lossy compression can achieve significantly 
higher compression ratios.

Higher processing requirements: Lossless compression 
algorithms can be computationally intensive, requiring more 
processing power and time for compression and decompression.
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Image Files

PNG (Portable Network Graphics)
Lossless compression, retains high-
quality images. 

Supports transparency.

Suitable for static images and textures.

Larger file sizes compared to some 
other image formats.

Less efficient for compressing complex 
images or photographs.
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Audio Files

MP3 
Lossy compression, significantly 
reduces file size.

Suitable for compressing audio files 
without noticeable quality loss.

Widely supported across various 
platforms and devices.

Some loss of audio quality compared 
to uncompressed formats.

Not ideal for music production where 
high-fidelity is required.
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